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 not do to preserve our friendship and it should be the earnest desire of every well wisher to his Country among1 us that we should not be backward in reciprocating this disposition to the fullest extent.*1
I cannot refrain from expressing at this place (and in this form), nearly a year after the text was written the satisfaction I have derived from seeing in the course pursued by so influential a paper as the London Times in respect to and against the efforts of the abolitionists to dissolve our blessed Union, the strongest proof of the sure progress in England of the sentiments I have been pressing upon the favorable consideration of my countrymen. The assurance coming from so imposing a quarter, that the interest of Great Britain in the United States is to England second only in importance to our own, and that for the very reasons upon Avhich I have touched. These noble sentiments are rendered the more gratifying and made more likely to be useful in consequence of the general and to a great extent well founded belief here that this disturbing- sentiment, after it had been reduced to a low ebb in this country had been resuscitated and in a great degree strengthened by the countenance its members received at Exeter Hall.
No intelligent and tolerably unprejudiced American can be long-in England without witnessing exhibitions of character and feelings in all classes with which he will be pleased because of their recalling similar traits among his own countrymen.   Those whose contemplation is engrossed with the pageantry inseparable from monarchical and aristocratic institutions may >be unable to comprehend this statement, but it is nevertheless true.   My memory is full freighted with recollections of that description which go far to show an active sympathy on many important points between us devoted republicans and those fast adherents of a Kingly Government.    Of these it was my intention to speak, but this subject has been already and in a manner, unconsciously, so much extended that I must forbear.   I saw many things in England, in the organization of her Government, in the classifications of society which that organization has produced and in the disparity of personal privileges its members respectively enjoy,
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